ONE MALE
The letters which I think I can see are:
NONPU(V)OL = NUN (Virgo) LOOP (orbit)
OLEV(U)RE = RUE LEO (treaty 9) – EL ROVE
ALTRINER = RAN [Vanir/Cassiopeia] TILER RENT LIAR (treaty 9),
(handing out Maya numbered tiles for rapture1
ONE MALE = MENOLEA (ELECTRON BEINGS)
FATTE JI (or OI) = EAT OF IT - IT OF AET. (manna)
UN OGMS = MU SONG
AN CHE = ANNUNAKI CHE-RUB
G(J)S L(T)ONO = N [Eridu] LOGOS – JNO SOL –
SO LONG
ST. ON IO - IS NOT O [Andromeda] (Othilla rune: cultural inheritance
RAN = god of the Vanir. TILER = tiles are being handed out in the
Ascension/Rapture/Passion1 for a flase rapture
IT OF AET = humans – originally the Celt (Aetir/Asia)
MU SONG = tectonic plates activity
N: of Eridanus. Or “N’s LOGO”…LOGO is JESUS in human form
CHE-RUBs are He Rod greys
JNO* = JUNO : asteroid SOL = our sun † Juno is associated with all
beginnings and hers are the kalendae of every month, so this means
the calendars change
ST: Saint on Io IS NOT O: Andromedans
The tree of life – an apple tree here or Fraxinia an Ash means on a
Friday. Hercules the hero (Sagitta) holds Pomifer - an Apple branch
I reckon this is early March through to Easter 2013 –
H Parks

Juno (Latin pronunciation: [ˈjuːnoː]) was an ancient Roman goddess, the protector and special counsellor of the state. She is a daughter of
Saturn and sister (but also the wife) of the chief god Jupiter and the mother of Mars and Vulcan.
Her Greek equivalent is Hera. (Asteroid)
As the patron goddess of Rome and the Roman Empire she was called Regina ("queen") and, together with Jupiter and Minerva, [Minerva –
another asteroid] was worshipped as a triad on the Capitol (Juno Capitolina) in Rome.
Juno's own warlike aspect among the Romans is apparent in her attire. She often appeared armed and wearing a goatskin cloak. The traditional
depiction of this warlike aspect was assimilated from the Greek goddess Athena, whose goatskin was called the 'aegis' (shield/force field)
† Her complete name is also threefold: The Wet (Arədvī), The Strong (Sūrā), The Immaculate (Anāhitā) = ICE AGE?
Other epithets of hers that were in use include Moneta and Caprotina, Tutula, Fluonia or Fluviona and Februalis
Wiki
*JNO may also be a reference to the author JNO COOK who has a very interesting hypothesis regarding the cause of Noah’s flood:
the meeting of planispheres. Two passing planets which need not be closer than 500,000 miles
These planets can still affect each other, in particular their atmospheres.
jnocook.net
1

Ascension/Passion/Rapture/ are three different things
Ascension is in regard to Earth and the human soul, regardless of its physical or metaphysical whereabouts.
The Passion is an event which has happened to various nuns and persons through history where they levitate.
Rapture is a word which has come to mean the opposite to its original intention.
The meaning comes from RAPTOR: to be caught up, or picked up. As in ‘false rapture’
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